ORACLE PROCESS ACCELERATORS

Oracle Process Accelerators streamline the adoption of process driven solutions developed with Oracle BPM Suite 11g. These ready-to-deploy software solutions address critical business processes while guiding both IT and business teams to enable the development of a process centric organization, based on process, development, and life cycle management best practices.

Oracle Process Accelerators
Oracle Process Accelerators help organizations reach process excellence faster. Process Accelerators deliver business process solutions built using Oracle BPM Suite and leveraging other Oracle solutions as appropriate that simplify and expedite process management initiatives. Process Accelerators are prebuilt business process software solutions that can be deployed as-is, including key application interfaces, yet conceived and architected to be extended to meet unique customer requirements.

Oracle Business Process Management Suite 11g is the next generation solution for business process management delivering BPM without the barriers inherent in traditional solutions. Process Accelerators embody Oracle’s best practices: using them as a framework for automating critical business processes can save significant time and effort in establishing a joint Business-IT working model that delivers BPM-based business process solutions.

Horizontal Accelerators
There are many low priority business processes that are common to every organization which are not critical enough to require the investment of scarce resources, and that continue to be performed in ad hoc fashion using email. Although these unmanaged business processes may be less critical, they can still impact organizations with higher costs, reduced productivity, and limited visibility and agility. Some examples include travel request management, document routing and approval, and requesting internal services. Others reflect common patterns driving process improvement initiatives, such as employee onboarding.

Oracle Process Accelerators have been developed to simplify managing these types of processes. These common or horizontal process solutions can be deployed ‘as is’ in many organizations, or they can be extended to meet additional needs. An organization engaged in automating critical high value processes with Oracle BPM Suite will benefit from the early implementation of horizontal process accelerators.

Industry Accelerators
Oracle Process Accelerators for industry are typically more complex and pertain to a specific industry, although their utility may cross industry boundaries. Examples of industry Process Accelerators include Public Sector Incident Reporting and Financial Services Loan Origination. These solutions embed the knowledge of Oracle domain experts as well as
partners and customers that participate as design partners. Some Accelerators are entirely based on the BPM Suite, while others integrate services provided by Oracle Applications.

Oracle Process Accelerators for industry encompass the business requirements for a critical industry process. They embed both IT/development and business/industry best practices. Implementing organizations use Industry Process Accelerators as a starting point from which to add their own ‘secret sauce’, or differentiating best practice, and flexibly evolve the solution to maintain competitive advantage. Using Oracle Process Accelerators for industry as a framework for automating critical business processes can save significant time and effort in establishing a joint Business-IT working model that evolves BPM-based business process solutions toward true process excellence.

Why Oracle Process Accelerators

Oracle Process Accelerators deliver business benefits across the organization and improve the efficiency, visibility, and agility of common business processes. These include:

- Consensus building – Enable Business and IT to align and deliver the advantages of process driven applications by using easy-to-understand prebuilt process that deliver immediate value
- Rapid IT and business ramp up - Enhance learning of business process management software best practices, while delivering real applications. Business can review embedded requirements and understand how to expand to fit specific needs.
- Best practices - Mitigate the risk associated with IT learning a new technology and delivery model. Provide an application context within which business and IT can frame their requirements.
- Rapid deployment – Quickly deploy and benefit from ready-to-use processes

Prerequisite

A complete installation of Oracle BPM11g Release 11.1.1.6.0 is required.

Disclaimer

The above is intended to outline our general product direction. It is intended for information purposes only, and may not be incorporated into any contract. It is not a commitment to deliver any material, code, or functionality, and should not be relied upon in making purchasing decisions. The development, release, and timing of any features or functionality described for Oracle’s products remains at the sole discretion of Oracle.

Contact Us

For more information about Oracle Process Accelerators, visit oracle.com or call +1.800.ORACLE1 to speak to an Oracle representative.